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		This book explores the role of HRD professionals in ethical and legal decision making in the workplace. While previous books have described the need for ethics in HRD, this book presents ways that HRD scholars and professionals can influence, through collaborative relationships, effective implementation of ethical policies and legal standards in the workplace. The ethical policies of an organization provide a key insight into its values, and this book shows the relationship between those values and HRD practices, such as training and development, career development, and organization development. Exploring such topics as protected classes, diversity intelligence, employee rights, and employee privacy, this book will inform HRD scholars and professionals on researching and enhancing ethical and legal decision making in the workplace.
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Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional FacilitiesCRC Press, 2002
The felonious activities of confined inmates reach out into society every day. These inmates run lucrative drug operations, commit fraud, hire contract murders, and commit a multitude of criminal offenses from inside the walls of our prisons. Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional Facilities gives sound advice to both the long-time...
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eBay Global the Smart Way: Buying and Selling Internationally on the World's #1 Auction SiteAMACOM, 2004
What an exciting opportunity to expand your sales! Simply sell in other countries. Your potential market is bigger, and consequently profits can be greater. And American goods are very popular abroad. But before we get carried away with this idea, let’s take a look at a major barrier, language. What is its significance? No one can argue that...
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Pro Android Python with SL4AApress, 2011

	This book is about writing real-world applications for the Android platform primarily using the Python
	language and a little bit of JavaScript. While there is nothing wrong with Java, it really is overkill when all
	you need to do is turn on or off a handful of settings on your Android device. The Scripting Layer for
	Android (SL4A)...
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Pro CSS for High Traffic WebsitesApress, 2011

	Although web standards-based websites can scale effectively—and basic CSS will give you basic results—there are considerations and obstacles that high traffic websites must face to keep your development and hosting costs to a minimum. There are many tips and tricks, as well as down-to-earth best practice information, to make sure...
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Information Security Management Handbook, Sixth Edition, Volume 2Auerbach Publications, 2008
A compilation of the fundamental knowledge, skills, techniques, and tools require by all security professionals, Information Security Handbook, Sixth Edition sets the standard on which all IT security programs and certifications are based. Considered the gold-standard reference of Information Security, Volume 2 includes coverage of each domain of...
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Regular Expression Recipes for Windows Developers: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2005
Regular Expressions are an essential part of programming, but they can be hard to come to grips with. Regular Expression Recipes for Windows Developers contains over 100 of the most popular regular expressions, along with explanations of how to use each one. Languages covered include JavaScript, VB, VB.NET, and C#.

This...
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